
No more plastic bags for your apples 
  
  
  
Vernon, B.C. – You may have started using cloth bags for your groceries at the checkout, 
but what about all those clear plastic bags you put your produce in? How do you stop 
them from adding up in your bag drawer at home? 
  
The Pog-sac is the solution; a small unbleached cotton bag with a drawstring created by a 
boutique Okanagan company, Lioli Bags. The pog-sac replaces the plastic bags that 
retailers offer for your produce” says Melanie Wagner Collins, owner of Lioli bags.  
  
Pog-sac, which stands for produce or grain sac, can be used for produce items that roll 
around, such as apples and oranges, or for bulk items such as rice, legumes, nuts and even 
herbs.  
  
Lioli bags was started by Wagner-Collins while as a busy mom of three caught up in 
parenting, she read the book by Adria Vasil, Ecoholic. “I was blown away with how 
much more I could be doing towards the environment. It was the produce bag that was 
bothering me the most.”  
  
Wagner-Collins set out to create a line of eco-friendly bags that are fun to use. Trendy 
designs are used for the larger cotton tote bag designed to carry groceries.  “I wanted an 
attractive grocery bag that didn't make me feel like a walking advertisement for a grocery 
store,” said Wagner-Collins. 
  
Lioli, which stands for ‘love it or lose it’ offers the “Commitment bag,” a bundle 
containing the tote and pog-sacs. Another option is the ‘no more excuses bag,’ a compact 
mesh bag, perfect for the farmers market and offered in an array of colours. 
  
“By using the tote and six pog-sacs that make up the 'commitment bag' a person saves 
about ten plastic bags with each shopping trip. It’s all about creating habits,” says 
Wagner-Collins. “It is a small thing to change your habits to not use plastic, but 
significant. Our kids will mimic what we do.” 
  
“The world uses a million plastic bags a minute and in the landfill plastic bags loiter for 
hundreds of years. To help change our habits of using plastic I wanted to make to make it 
easy for people to purchase these bags locally” said Wagner-Collins. 
  
Karen Myer purchased her bags when they came on the market in June last year. “I 
actually remember my Lioli bags when I leave the house. They hold a lot of food and the 
mesh bags are great for produce…they are part of my life now. I'm not kidding, these 
bags have changed the way I shop. They are the perfect gift for a friend. In fact, most 
everyone I know got one this year.” 
  



Wagner-Collins shows her social consciousness towards the environment through all 
aspects of her business. All bags are made with fair wage/fair labour, carbon offsets are 
purchased to make up for shipping and 20 percent of Lioli profits go to the David Suzuki 
Foundation. Even the tags are made with wind-generated electricity and recycled paper. 
There is more information about Lioli on the website www.lioli.ca. 
  
The product is in Nature’s Fare Market throughout the Okanagan, Goodness Gracious in 
Vernon and Shuswap Health Foods in Salmon Arm and sold online at www.lioli.ca. 
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